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Abstrad The shm-range and long-range order of the dishibluion of Si and AI atoms in the 
tetrahedral framework of zeolite A is analysed by the Monte Carlo (uc) method, io a composition 
range from 0.25 to 0.5 AI mole M o n .  An interatomic potential mcdel previously applied to 
aluminosilicates, including long-range Coulomb and atomic polarization enerpies. is employed. 
The short-range site correlations found f" the MC simulations are in goad agreement with 
those derived from earlier nudear magnetic resonance data In particular. we find that AI atoms 
in neighbouring temhedra are avoided, Long-range ordering wilh AI and Si atoms alternating in 
the network IS found for AI fractions higher than 0.44. The resulting atom ordering is compared 
with that obtained by usmg an Ising-like model. in which only nearest-neighbour inteaactions 
between teahedral atoms are included. The effect of the non-ergodicity of the MC simulations 
for compositions showing sub-lattice ordering is discussed and dated to a change of space 
group of the material (hom Pm%n for low A1 content to Fmjc for AI atomic fraction near 05). 

1. Introduction 

Zeolites form an important class of aluminosilicate materials with fmmework structure made 
up of comer-linked A104 and Si04 tetrahedra. Many different geometries are known, and 
the synthesis of new zeolitic structures continues to be at present a challenge for chemists. 
In the last thirty years, several industrially important zeolites having no natural counterparts 
have been synthesized. Prominent among these synthetic materials is the so-called A-type 
zeolite, which since its discovery has been the subject of numerous studies, and is well 
known for its industrial applications as sorbent and molecular sieve [l]. 

Several theoretical works have been carried out in order to investigate the stability of the 
ions and molecules bound to the zeoliteA framework. Most of these works were based on 
classical potential energy functions [2] and molecular orbital methods [3], and were focused 
on the analysis of the interactions between the framework and the adsorbed species. In 
recent years, molecular dynamics simulations have been performed to study the structural 
and dynamical properties of the adsorbed ions as well as those of the framework itself [MI. 

One of the most outstanding structural aspects affecting the physico-chemical properties 
of zeolites in general is the distribution of Si and A1 atoms over the tetrahedral sites of the 
framework. For zeolite A with equal mole fractions of Si and AI, it is now accepted that 
these atoms alternate in the network in a well-defined long-range pattern [7,8]. The picture 
is not so clear for lower Al content, where currently the only generally accepted feature of 
the atom distribution is the avoidance of Al atoms in nearest tetrahedra a characteristic of 
hydrothermally synthesized zeolites [9,10]. Deep insight into the Si, AI distribution in the 
framework of zeolite A has been obtained by means of "Si magic-angle-spinning nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, which allows us to quantify the concentrations 
of the different environments of the Si atoms present in the material [II ,  121. Other 
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experimental techniques, such as Raman spectroscopy, can be used to study the arrangement 
of the Si and AI atoms, although the interpretation of the results is not so dmct a s  in the 
case of 29si NMR [13]. 

Monte Carlo (MC) simulations have been employed to study different structural problems 
related to substitutional disorder in aluminosilicates [14-17]. This computational technique 
allows us to study the atom ordering over a given framework once an interatomic potential 
model is chosen. An advantage of MC simulations over energy minimization is the fact that 
the former are carried out at finite temperatures (T > 0). and thus take into account thermal 
effects, which have been reported to be non-negligible at the formation temperature of these 
materials [ 181. 

In this paper, the Si, Al distribution in A-type zeolites is studied by a M c  method. ' h o  
potential models are considered: in model A, we assume only Al-0-AI avoidance, while 
model B includes long-range interactions between the atoms. The simulation results are 
used to study the short- and long-range order of the atom distribution. 

2. Model and methods 

The framework of zeolite A is composed of sodalite cages (truncated octahedra) linked 
through double tetramer rings to form a three-dimensional system of channels with eight- 
membered ring windows. A sketch of this network is shown in figure 1, where filled and 
open circles represent tetrahedral 0 sites corresponding to two sub-lattices T, and Tb, 
which will be employed in the discussion below. 0 atoms, located approximately half-way 
between tetrahedral atoms, are omitted for simplicity of the figure. 

F i y r e  1. Sketch of the zeolite-A framework showing Figure 2. Sketch of the different environments of 
two diffezent subseu; (filled and open circles) of the Si aioms in the zeolite-A framework. Each circle 
tekahedral sites, employed in the discussion of the atom represents a tetrahedral atom (open circles, Si; filled 
ordering. 0 atoms, located approximately half-way circles, AI). 0 atoms located between the T atoms 
between tetrahedral atoms, are omitted for simplicity. are not displayed. C. denote the concentrations of the 
The diameter of the eight-membered ring. measured as different groups of T atoms, which are proportional to 
the distance between T atoms amss the ring, is about the 29Si P& line intensities, 
8 A. 

We have considered a cubic simulation cell with side length a = 24.555 A, generated as 
a 2x 2 x 2 supercell of the structure given by Pluth and Smith 1191 with space group Pmsm. 
The framework geometry is assumed to be fixed, independently of the AI content and the 
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T-atom distribution. The net negative charge of the framework, caused by the presence 
of Al atoms, is compensated by exchangeable Na+ cations, located in the channels. Thus 
the composition of our simulation cell is Nan(AI,Si19z-,Oss4). with n in the range 48-96, 
X A ~  and xs, will denote the mole fractions of Al and Si, respectively, which are given by 
XN = n/192 and nsj = 1 - xA1. In the following, the expression T-0-T (T: tetrahedral 
atom, Si or Al) is simplified to T-T. 

Given the experimental evidence for the avoidance of AI atoms in adjacent tetrahedra, 
the potential model A was chosen as an effective repulsive interaction, JN-N, between A1 
atoms in nearest T sites. We have taken .7*cA! = lOkeT~ (ks, Boltzmann constant; TF, 
formation temperature of A-type zeolites, TF N 400 K), that corresponds to an effective 
energy of about 33 W mol-' and is very close to the values found experimentally for the 
endothermic process 2 AI-i -+ AI-O-AI + Si-oSi in aluminosilicate structures [20]. 

In the potential model B, the lattice energy is calculated as a sum of three contributions: 
short-range dispersion-repulsion energy, Coulomb interaction and 0 polarization. The 
Coulomb energy is obtained by Ewald summation, assuming point charges on the atomic 
sites. A relevant parameter for the calculation of this energy is the net charge difference 
between Si and AI atoms in the framework (8 = qsi - qAl). This difference is at present 
not well known, and we have used the value S = 0.26 (in units of the elementary charge), 
which has been previously found to give the best agreement between the Si-environment 
concentrations derived from 29Si NMR spectra of A-type zeolites and those obtained from 
MC simulations [21]. This value of 6 is clearly lower than that corresponding to a pure 
ionic model (6 = I), which predicts an atom distribution in apparent disagreement with the 
NMR results. In fact, the formal charge difference S = 1 gives for low AI content an Si, Al 
distribution more ordered than that found experimentally [21]. The 0 polarization energy 
is calculated as 

where rro is the 0 polarizability (or0 = 1.984 A3) [22], Ek is the electric field at 0 k, and the 
sum is extended to the ~ N T  0 atoms in the simulation cell (NT is the number of T atoms 
in the cell). 

The short-range dispersion-repulsion energy is approximated by a Buckingham 
potential~in which the interaction between atoms i and j is described by 

.v(rtj) = ~ i j  exp(-rij/pij) - C;j/T$ (2) 

and the parameters Aij, pij, and Cjj were taken from Ooms er al [22]. This kind 
of interatomic'potential has been found to be'adequate to model structural aspects of 
aluminosilicate lattices [23], and in particular those of the zeolite-A framework [24]. For a 
given composition and for a fixed lattice geometry, this short-range potential gives a constant 
contribution to the lattice energy, independent of the T-atom distribution (the numbers of 
A1-0 and Si-0 bonds are constant). More details on the energy calculations with this 
potential model are given elsewhere [E]. 

We have simulated the Si, Al distribution for 25 framework compositions in the range 
n, = 48-96 (XA~ = 0.25-0.5). For each composition, the canonical ensemble (NVT) was 
sampled by the Metropolis procedure [26,27] at temperature TF = 400 K. The sampling 
consists of 5 x IO5 Mc steps, each one including an attempt to interchange each AI atom in 
the simulation cell with a nearby Si atom. To equilibrate the system at the temperature TF, a 
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'simulated annealing' process was carried out prior to each run. Such a method consists in 
beginning a simulation at a high temperature (2' N 2000 K in OUT case) and then decreasing 
slowly T down to 2'~ .  This procedure reduces the risk that the simulation at TF begins at a 
metastable microstate (atom configuration), far from thermodynamic equilibrium [28]. 

In order to analyse the ordering of the tetrahedral atoms, we associate a variable U, with 
each T site i, where U, = 1 or -1 respectively according to whether the site is occupied by 
an A1 or an Si atom. We characterize the short-range order of the atom distribution by the 
two-site correlations: 

SZ = ( W , ) S "  (4) 

where nn indicates that SI is obtained by averaging over nearest-neighbour T sites, and 
sn means second-neighbour sites. As explained below, these pair correlations are related 
with the intensities of the components appearing in the zgsi NMR spectra of zeolites. These 
spectra consist of up to five Si(nA1) signals, where n (which can be 0, 1.2, 3 or 4) denotes 
the number of AI atoms linked, via 0 bridges, to an Si atom [l l ,  121. The corresponding 
line intensities are proportional to the concentrations C,, of the different Si environments 
shown in figure 2. 

The zeolite-A framework is loose packed in the sense that one can define two sub- 
lattices of tetrahedral sites (say T. and Tb)  in such a way that the four nearest neighbours 
of a Ta site are Tb sites and vice versa (see figure 1). X-ray diffraclion analyses indicated 
that for XAI = 0.5, AI and Si alternate in the network, occupying respectively sites T, and 
T b  in a well defined long-range order pattern [19,8]. The presence of long-range ordering 
in the atom distribution can be studied from our MC simulations by calculating the average 
atom occupancy of both sub-lattices. With this purpose, we define an order parameter L by 

(5) 

where X A ~ , ~  denotes the mole fraction of AI atoms on sub-lattice Ta. With similar definitions 
for XAl,b, X S ~ , ~  and XSi,b, One has 

XAl.a = x A l ( 1  + L) 

XS1.a = 1 - XA1.a = XSi - XAlL 

XA1.b = xAI(1 - L)  

XSi,b = 1 - X d , b  = Xsi $. XaL. 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

L takes its extreme values (1 and -1) when all AI atoms are located on the same sub-lattice 
(Ta or Tb), and equals zero when both sub-lattices are equally occupied. In the unit cell 
with space group ~ m 3 m  employed in the generation of OUT simulation cell, all T sites are 
crystallographically equivalent. In the course of the MC simulations, the Si and AI atoms 
are free to distribute over the tetrahedral sites of the framework, according to the selected 
interatomic potential, without any symmetry constraint. The symmetry breaking (different 
T, and T b  sites; space group Fm% [19]) appears naturally in the course of the simulations 
for XAI/XS~ near 1, when the average atom occupancies of each type of T site are different 
(see below). 
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3. Results 

The results of the simulations carried out with both interaction potentials A and B are in 
agreement with the avoidance of AI atoms in nearest tetrahedra (the so-called Loewenstein 
rule in mineralogy [29]). If this pair avoidance is strictly fulfilled, the two-site correlation SI 
is a linear function of the AI content (SI = 1 - 4 x ~ ) ,  as shown in figure 3 (broken line). As 
a reference, we present also the x ~ l  dependence of SI for a random atom distribution, which 
is given by Sk = 1 -4xdxsi (dotted line). The filled squares in figure 3 were obtained from 
our MC simulations for model B, which includes long-range interaction potentials. These 
points lie close to the line corresponding to the strict avoidance of &AI pairs, in agreement 
with the conclusions of =Si NMR studies [9, IO]. In the whole range n = 48- 96, we obtain 
a number of AI-AI pairs in nearest-neighbour T sites smaller than 5% of that expected 
for a random T-atom distribution. For model A (only nearest-neighbour interactions), the 
number of AI-AI pairs is negligible, giving values of the SI correlation lying exactly on the 
broken line of figure 3. We note in passing that in the case XAI = xsi = 0.5, this model is 
mathematically equivalent to an king model for an antiferromagnet in zero magnetic field 
Wl. 

48 60 72 84 

A1 atoms per cell Al atoms per cell 

Figure 3. Nearest-neigbour correlation, SI, ~ersns Al Figure 4. Semnd-neighbour pair correlation, &, 
content. The broken curve corresponds to Ule total vems At loadmg obtained f" MC simulations for the 
avoidance of Al atoms in neighbouring T sites. Filled interaction models A (bmken curve) and B (wntinuous 
squaresarrdatzpointsobtainedfrom~csimulationsfor curve). Filled and open circles were obtained by 
the intenchon model B. The dotted m e  componds using equation (11) f" "Si NUX specw obtained by 
to a random atom arrangement. Bennett et ol [9] and Jarman et nl [lo], ~spectively. 

Assuming that nearest-neighbour pairs Al-AI are avoided, the intensities of the lines 
appearing in the 2gSi NMR spectra of A-type zeolites can be related to the second-neighbour 
correlation S2. The fractions of AI-AI, Al-Si and Si-Si atom pairs in second-neighbour T 
sites are given by 

ZAI-AI = xsi($Cz + $3 + ~ 4 )  

ZAI-Si = xSi($cI + $cZ+ iC3) (9 
ZSi-St = XAI + XSi(C0 f $1 f $2) 
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where C, are the concentrations of the Si environments displayed in figure 2. From 
equation (4). one has 

SZ = ZAI-AI + &-si - ZAI-S~ (10) 

and finally one obtains 

s* = X N  + XS,(C, + $2 + Cd. (11) 

Values of  SZ derived by using equation (11) from =Si NMR spectra of A-type zeolites are 
pressnted in figure 4, where filled circles correspond to the specimens analysed by Jarman 
et al [lo] and open circles to those studied by Bennett et al [9]. In this figure, the full 
curve is obtained from our MC simulations for interaction model B, whereas the dashed 
line corresponds to model A (only nearest-neighbour interactions). The agreement between 
the S, values associated with model B and those derived from the NMR data is good in 
the composition range 65 c n < 96. For low AI loading (n c 60), the agreement is 
poorer, which can be a consequence of the lack of thermodynamic stability of the synthetic 
specimens with these compositions, as discussed elsewhere [21, lo]. Model A (only Al- 
AI avoidance) predicts second-neighbour correlations higher than those found for the real 
material, in the whole composition range 48 < n c 96, with the exception of the high- 
AI-loading region ( X A ~ / X S ,  + l), where a long-rangeorder scheme with Si and Al atoms 
alternating in the netwok is found for both potential models (sublattice ordering). 

Another feature differentiating the atom ordering corresponding to models A and B 
is shown in figure 5, where the dependence of the order parameter L on the A1 content 
is compared. As noted above, sub-lattice ordering is found for X A ~  -+ 0.5, independent 
of the potential model employed in the simulations. For low AI content, the mean atom 
occupancies of sub-lattices Ta and T b  are equal, and the average (L)Mc of the order parameter 
L over an MC trajectory is zero. The transition from short-range ( (L)Mc = 0) to long-range 
ordering ( ( L ) M ~  N fl) occurs for the potential model B at about 84 AI atoms per cell 
( X A ~  = 0.44). whereas it happens at n N 68 (XAI N 0.35) for model A. This indicates 
that the consideration of long-range Coulomb and polarization energies has an important 
influence on the sub-lattice ordering in this huework,  especially in the region n = 68-84, 
where the (L)Mc values found for models A and B are clearly different. 

For a given framework composition, the distribution P(L) of L values found from the 
MC simulations gives information additional to that obtained from the mean value (L)Mc. 
The P(L)  distribution corresponding to the interaction model B is plotted in figure 6 for 
several framework compositions, and for L z 0. Note that P(L) is an even function of L 
(P(L) = P(-L) )  due to the symmetry between the two sub-lattices T, and Tb. For low AI 
contents (n e 70). the distribution P(L) has nearly a Gaussian form centred at L = 0, as 
can be seen for n = 48 in figure 6. In connection to this, a Gaussian P(L)  distFibution is 
expected for a random atom arrangement, as discussed below. For n 7 74, the maximum 
of P(L) is displaced from L = 0, indicating the appearance of ordered domains in the 
tetrahedral framework, in which the AI atoms occupy mainly one of the two sub-lattices T, 
or Tb. The maxima of P(L)  are located at the limit values L = 1 and -1 for n > 84. For 
framework compositions in the range 82 < n c 92, one finds a peak of P(L) at L N 0.9 
from the MC simulations corresponding to model B. As the AI mole fraction increases, this 
cusp moves slightly to higher L-values, and is absent for x a  N 0.5. Following the definition 
of L (equation (5)), this peak will be associated with a definite number of antisites, which 
will be favoured by the geometry of the network and the interaction potential. The shoulder 
at L N 0.8 (indicated by an arrow in figure 6) is reproducible for compositions of about 84 
A1 atoms per simulation cell. 
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48 60 72 84 96 

AI atoms per cell 
Figure 5. Absolute value of the averaged order 
parameter (L)Mc for model A (open squares) and B 
(filled squares) as a function of the AI loading. 

4. Discussion 
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4 ,  1 

Order parameter L 
Figure 6. Dism3ution functions P(L) of the order 
parameter L found from MC simulations for potential 
B conesponding to several h e w o r k  compositions. 
Labels indicate the number of Al atoms per simulation 
cell. The dotted cuwe was obtained for a &om atom 
arrangement from equauon (18). The area under the 
curves is normalized to unity. An m w  indicates a 
shoulder appearing in the P(L)  m e s  for n 84 

From the results obtained for the second-neighbour pair correlation Sz presented in figure 4, 
it is clear that consideration of atom interactions further than nearest-neighbour tetrahedra is 
necessary to understand the %i NMR data This could be expected if one takes into account 
that Si and AI atoms will feel long-range interactions in the zeolitic frameworks. The fact 
that Sz in the actual material is lower than that found for only the avoidance of Al atoms 
in contiguous tetrahedra indicates that atoms of the same type (Si or Al) repel each other 
to decrease the concentrations of AI-AI and S i S i  pairs in next-nearest tetrahedra. This 
contrasts with the affirmations of several authors, in the sense that only the exclusion of Al 
atoms in nearest T-sites could explain the "Si NMR spectra of zeolites [31,32]. 

The order parameter L presented in figure 5 for our models A and B undergoes a fast 
increase from L = 0 to ILI N 1, in agreement with a transition from short- to long-range 
order in the atom distribution. Note that we have presented I(L)Mc[ instead of (L)Mc, which 
can take the values - 1 or -1 in the long-range order region, accordding to whether the Al 
atoms are essentially located on sub-lattice T, or Tb. However, the average value of L over 
the whole configuration space, (L)m, obtained as 

(12) 

where R = EL P(L) ,  is zero for all framework compositions due to the symmetry of the 
distribution function P(L). The subscript 'can' means that this average corresponds to 
the canonical ensemble. This indicates that, in the Mc simulations for high n,  the system 
becomes 'frozen' in one of the two regions of the configuration space corresponding to the 
two energy minima of the system. Of course, in different MC runs, one can explore these 
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two different parts of the configuration space. Following Palmer 1331, we will assign a 
component (a or b) to each one of these configuration regions. 

For the MC simulations for which (L)Mc = f l ,  the system remains confined in one 
component (say a) and cannot pass to the other @) in the finite time of a simulation run. 
However, due to the finite size of our simulation cell, one expects that the change from one 
ground state to the other should be obtained in a finite number ng of MC steps. The results 
concerning the order parameter L for nS = 5 x 1@ MC steps are reproducible, and we 
guess that values of no much higher than thii number are necessary to invert the Si and AI 
sub-lattices, especially for x~ values near 0.5. An indication that our cell size and ns value 
are adequate to study the atom ordering in zeolite A is given by a similar MC simulation of 
the Si, AI distribution in faujasiteliie zeolites [17]. For the latter, an x-ray diffraction study 
found a discontinuity of the lattice parameter as a function of the AI loading at X A ~  = 0.42 
[34]. The MC simulations carried out at the formation temperature of faujasites found a 
change from short- to long-range order at the same value of X A ~ .  Unfortunately, for A-type 
zeolites there are no available x-ray data for the X A ~  dependence of the lattice parameter, 
and a direct comparison with our order parameter L is not possible. 

Information on the atom ordering, complementary to that found from the average order 
parameter (L)Mc,  can be obtained from the mean square fluctuations of L along an M c  run. 
These fluctuations are defined as 

For the canonical ensemble, one has (L)wn = 0, and then 

Values of (AL)Mc obtained from the MC simulations at temperature TF for the interaction 
models A and B are shown in figure 7 (white and black symbols). For comparison, we 
present also the RMS fluctuations (AL)m, which follow the dotted curves in this figure. 
For increasing A1 loading, (AL)Mc grows and then undergoes a sudden decrease at the XAI 

value where (L)Mc goes to values typical of long-range ordering (- fl). The fast decrease 
in (AL)Mc is due to the confinement of the system in one of the two components a or b. 
For XA, = 0.5, ( A L ) M ~  N 0, since the distribution function P(L) consists approximately of 
two 6 functions at L = i l ,  and (AL),,, = 1. 

Whenever the system is confined in one component (say a), by taking into account that 
(LJe.. = 0, it is straightforward to see that 

(AL)& = (AL); + (L): 

where a indicates that the average is pefiormed over that component. When the ergodicity 
is broken, this equation is fulfilled by the values of (AL)Mc, (L)Mc and (AZJCm shown 
in figures 5 and 7, since the averages over the MC trajectories are restricted in each case 
to one component of the configuration space. When the MC trajectory is not confined to 
one component ( x ~  i 0.35 for model A, and X A ~  i 0.44 for model B), the canonical 
prescription gives the same results as the MC simulations, and (AL)m = (AL)Mc (see 
figure 7). 

The break of ergodicity observed for XA, near 0.5 is similar to that appearing in magnetic 
systems with king-like interactions, as was discussed extensively by Palmer [33]. In fact, 
the same trend of P(L) to split into two 8 functions, discussed here, is obtained for spin 
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AI atoms per cell 

Figure 7. RMS fluctuations of the order parametm L 
obtained from ~csimulations by means ofequation (13) 
for the interaction models A (open squares) and B (filled 
squares). The dotted curves wrrespond to (ALL,,  
for the whole canonical ensemble. The chain curye 
represents the RMS fluctuations (AL)n obtained for a 
random atom arrangement by using equation (19). 

systems from MC simulations at low temperatures 1351. In our case, the break of ergodicity 
is associated with a decrease in the symmetry of the material. This means that one has the 
space group Fm% (two sets Ta and Tb of tetrahedral sites with different atom occupancy) 
for XAI near 0.5, versus the space group Pmgm (only one crystallographic T site) for 

As indicated above, the distribution of L values, P(L),  for n < 70 has a nearly Gaussian 
shape. In order to compare our results with the P(L)  distribution expected for a random 
atom arrangement on a cell with NT sites, we employ the following approach. We call 
NS the number of sites in each sub-lattice per simulation cell (Ns = NT/~). Then the 
number MR (R stands for random atom arrangement) of distinguishable microstates with nl 
AI atoms on sub-lattice T, and nz AI atoms on sub-lattice Tb (nl + nz = n), is given by 

Figure 8. Sketch of the zeolite-A framewmk showing 
an SI. AI  can6guraIion obtained h m  MC simulation at 
400 K for mdel  B and n = 84. Open circles indicate 
Si atoms; filled and shaded circles represent AI atom 
on sites T. and Tb, respectively. 

XAI < 0.4. 

MR = INs!/nl!(Ns -nd!INs!/nt!(Ns - nz)!. (16) 

If we call An = nl -nz, by using the Stirling formula for the factorials and Taylor expanding 
log(n+ An) up to the second power of An/n, one finds for MR the Gaussian approximation 

MR = Moexp[-Q(An)’] (17) 

where MO is the number of microstates with An = 0, and Q = Ns/[n(2Ns - n)]. Making 
use of equations (5) and (7). one has An = Ns(x~1.1  - ~ ~ 1 . 2 )  = nL, and then one finds for 
&(t) the Gaussian distribution 

PR(L) = PR(o) exp(-QnzLz). (18) 

This distribution is plotted in figure 6 for n = 48 (dotted curve), along with those obtained 
from the MC simulations corresponding to model B. It is clear that even for low AI content 
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(n = 48), the P(L)  distribution obtained from the MC simulations is broader than that 
associated with a random atom arrangement. This is a consequence of the non-negligible 
atom correlations, which propagate through the simulation cell, even in the cases where 
W)MC = 0. 

The RMS deviation of the order parameter L for a randon atom distribution is given 
from equation (18) by 

( A L ) R  = I/nm. (19) 
This value of AL coincides with the mean square fluctuations of L obtained in MC 
simulations performed at high temperatures. This should be expected, since in the limit 
T -+ 00, the atom distribution is random. Note that the width of the L distribution depends 
on the cell size (NT) and on the mole fraction XAL = nfNT. In the thermodynamic limit 
NT + 00, (AL)R goes to zero as NF1'*. Then dependence of (AL)R is shown in figure 7 
(chain curve) for the cell size employed in our MC simulations. For framework compositions 
fGr which (L)Mc = 0, (AL)Mc is clearly higher than (AL)R, as should be expected from 
the second-neighbour pair correlations S2 presented in figure 4. On the other hand, when 
the MC trajectory is confined to one component (a orb), one finds (AL)Mc < (AL)R. 

From a structural point of view, the peak of P ( L )  at L Y 0.9 appearing for framework 
compositions with n = 84-90 (see figure 6) will be due to some particular disposition of 
the A1 antisites in the Si sublattice. From equation (7), the number f l ~  of A1 antisites is 
given by 

(20) 
which means that, for example, for n = 84, the peak at L = 0.905 corresponds to 
nA = 4. This indicates that a group of four antisites is energetically favoured in the 
range of compositions n = 84-90. ?he peak of P(L) moves slightly to higher L values 
for increasing n in the region n = 84-90 in agreement with a fixed value n A  = 4 in 
equation (20). Such a group of four AI-antisites is shown in the left-hand bottom part 
of figure 8, where black and white circles represent A1 and Si atoms, respectively. The 
four shaded circles correspond to AI atoms on the Si sub-lattice. The atom distribution 
displayed in figure 8 was obtained from MC simulation using model B for n = 84, but the 
same disposition of antisites has been found to be favoured for AI contents up to n = 90. 
The shoulder of P(L) at L N 0.8 indicated by an arrow in figure 6 corresponds to n~ = 8, 
and is associated with the presence of two groups of A1 antisites similar to that shown in 
figure 8. For the simulation model A, however, no indication of such a cusp in the P(L) 
distribution is observed, which means that the particular disposition of antisites shown in 
figure 8 is due to the inclusion of Coulomb interaction and 0 polarization in our potential 
model. Note that, although there is no experimental evidence of the presence of these groups 
of A1 antisites in the zeolite-A framework, the second-neighbour pair correlation presented 
in figure 4 indicates that for framewok compositions with n N 84, the SZ values derived from 
"Si NMR spectra agree better with MC simulations for model B than for model A. Thus for 
model B, the energetic stabilization of this type of antisite grouping will favour a decrease 
of It1 with respect to model A, contributing to displace the appearance of long-range order 
to higher XAI concentrations, in agreement with the results shown in figure 5. 

1 n A  = Ifl(1 - L )  

5. condusions 

The interaction potential B ,  which takes into account the presence of long-range Coulomb 
interactions and the polarization energy of the 0 atoms of the framework, gives good 
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agreement with the short-range order of the tetrahedral atoms in the actual A-type zeolites. 
The consideration of atom interactions further than nearest tetrahedra is fundamental to find 
quantitative agreement between *'Si NMR spectra and MC simulations. 

Although the order parameter L goes from 0 to 1 in the considered composition range 
for both potential models A and B, the composition at which sub-lanice ordering appears 
depends markedly on the potential used in the simulations. The break of ergodicity appearing 
in the MC simulations for framework compositions near xAl = 0.5 is consistent with the 
existence of two different types of tetrahedral sites T. and Tb, as observed by x-ray analysis 
(space group ~ m 3 c ) .  
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